Get Ranked With SEO Genius – Ranked One of The Best Services on The Warrior Forum
Your Trusted Source For SEO – Get Ranked or Get a Refund!
When choosing an SEO specialist experience and a track record of success makes a difference. I have
developed my skills and knowledge of SEO for more then 4 years and have worked with dozens of
online clients who have had great results with my proven techniques. The strategies I employ for my
clients are the same ones that I use for myself with Google AdSense and Amazon niche blogs.
Why this SEO service is different
We diversify our links and use as many as 10 different sources to generate our back links with a
variety of keyword and key phrase variations to ensure the most natural results possible. Our back
links originate from more then 5,000 active IP addresses from only top sources verified for their
quality. Our service utilizes 20 plus search engines to minimize your footprint and vastly improve
your ranking.
Our back link strategy incorporates drip feeding links to improve the appearance of the process
being organic and natural. Drip Fed back links are uploaded at random times throughout the day
rather then in bulk because large chunks of activity can be a sign that the back links are not natural
which results in reduced effectiveness of the back link.
We encourage you to try our service out and are offering a one month trial for our standard package
of $1. Our premium package is available for a one month trial for only $2. Take us for a test drive and
see for yourself how we can help you improve your search performance today.
Our service makes the most of Penguin friendly keyword anchors to protect your site from being
banned by Google for keyword spam. We build effective back links based on the keywords you select
as best for your site. We then construct links from those keywords that will be rewarded by Google
for their relevance.
What we deliver each and every month
We gather articles from around the web integrate your main keyword spin\rewrite the article and
submit it to more than 20 different article directories across the web.
We incorporate your selected keywords into blog comments and post them to a wide variety of
blogs, BlogSpot sites and other platforms with an eye to natural looking links.
We’ll submit your website to more then 20 Major Search Engine Directories using different directory
formats.
We convert your articles to PDF formatted documents, anchoring your main keywords and then we
submit them to at least 3 leading document sharing sites.
Create over 50 different forum profiles all built around your keyword choices.
Submit guestbook comments to at least 20 unique guestbook sites.
We’ll make more then 10 image comments worked around your chosen keywords.

At least 10 plus micro blog comments all using your desired keywords.
We will ping your blog generating hundreds of potential links back to your web page.
We’ll create a group of non-spam keyword related referrer back links to your site.
Create at least 10 or more social networking bookmarks.
Make not less then 7 social network submissions on your behalf
Distribute several trackback links to your blog/site alerting other sites to your site and generating
back links.
We will make submissions to at least 4 video directories using a relevant YouTube video or a video
selected by you.
Submit your site to not less then 20 different web 2.0 websites including Wordpress.com
Because diversity matters we will drip feed all your links using 20 plus top search engines, using over
5,000 IP addresses over a 30 day lifecycle to ensure natural diversity of your links. We always
generate back links using sites that have a Google page rank of at lest PR1 or higher (we will honour
your request to change this but it is not recommended)
At the end of each monthly cycle we will generate back links from more then 100 plus verified high
PR sites. High page rank sites are the links that count the most!
Choose From 2 Great Packages
Our standard package includes all the great tools listed above. As a cost saving measure we search
the web for an article that is a match for your domain and spin that article into something original
just for you, saving you the expense of having to pay for a brand new article each month. Standard
package pricing after the first month trial is $17. per month.
The Premium package includes not only everything in the standard package but comes complete
with a professionally written 500 word article that is 100% unique to you and a comprehensive
activity report listing all of the links built as well as those that have been verified. Premium package
pricing after the first month trial is $27. per month.

